
AIR

t is estimated that the average person breathes 3,000 gallons of air each day.
That means if the air in your area is polluted by dangerous chemicals, you inhale
those contaminants into your lungs which could cause health problems. Air
pollution is the introduction into the atmosphere of chemicals, particulates, and
biological matter that can have adverse effects on human health and/or other living
organisms, or damage the natural environment. In this country, more than 4 out of
10 people still live in regions where the concentration of certain air pollutants
exceeds federal standards. In addition, increasing concentration of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere over the past century has led to climate change (see pages
62-63) that may result in more severe weather events, including intense rains, floods,
droughts, snow, and extreme heat and heat waves in many regions.

I
air pollution + climate change
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air pollution

Sources of Air Pollution 

Also, high levels of air pollutants such as
sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, carbon
monoxide, and carbon dioxide have been
discharged from power plants,
manufacturing facilities, and waste
incinerators in the process of burning coal
and petroleum. The air pollutants emitted
from those sources have negatively
affected human health and damaged the
environment. Not only humans but the
earth itself sometimes contributes to air
pollution through volcanic eruptions,
wildfires, wind erosion, pollen dispersal,
evaporation of organic compounds, and
natural radioactivity.

There are two major categories in terms of sources of air pollution:
anthropogenic sources (man-made sources) and biogenic sources (natural
sources). Man-made air pollution is mostly related to burning fossil fuels (coal,
petroleum, and natural gas). In particular, the transportation sector has been the
largest single source of air pollution in the United States.
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Air pollution is a significant contributor the development of respiratory infections,
heart disease, asthma, pneumonia, and lung cancer. Epidemiological studies show
that each year, more than 500,000 people are killed from cardiopulmonary disease
linked to air pollution nationwide.

Children are considered to be more susceptible to the harmful effects of air pollution
than adults since they spend more time outdoors and breathe 50% more air per
pound of body weight than adults. Adverse health conditions include chronic cough
and bronchitis, reduced lung function, wheezing and asthma attacks, and respiratory
death.

Health Effects of Air Pollution

Air pollution effects on the developing respiratory system
(Source: UCLA Institute of the Environment and Sustainability)
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Under the Clean Air Act, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sets air quality standards
on a national level, in particular, on the emission of six air pollutants—ozone (ground level),
particulate matter (PM), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxide (NOx)*, sulfur dioxide (SO2),
and lead. Those six air pollutants are recognized as six common air pollutants because they are
commonly found across the nation and also known as six criteria air pollutants that need to be
addressed to protect health of people and the environment in this country.
*EPA uses NO2 as the indicator for the larger group of NOx.

OZONE (ground level) PARTICULATE MATTER

causes

adverse health effects

Ozone is found at both ground and upper
levels of the atmosphere. While ozone in
the upper atmosphere protects our earth
from the sun’s harmful ultraviolet (UV)
radiation, a high concentration of ozone at
ground level ends up becoming the main
component of smog and haze.

Emissions from industrial and power plants,
motor vehicles, gasoline vapors, and
chemical solvents are the main ingredients
of ground level ozone.

Exposure to higher levels of ozone can
cause lung and throat irritation, shortness of
breath, increase frequency of asthma
attacks and aggravate respiratory conditions
like emphysema and bronchitis.

Ground-level ozone has gradually declined,
by 28%, since 1980 in the United States.

causes

adverse health effects

PM is a complex mixture of extremely small
particles and liquid droplets found in the air.
There are two types: PM10 and PM2.5. PM10

includes inhalable coarse particles (dust,
dirt, soot, or smoke with diameters 10-2.5
micrometers) and PM2.5 includes fine
particle with diameters smaller than 2.5
micrometers.

Some particulates are emitted directly from
sources, including construction sites,
unpaved roads, fields, smokestacks or fires.
Others come from industrial and power
plants and motor vehicles.

PM can cause a variety of health problems,
including, nonfatal heart attacks, irregular
heartbeat, aggravated asthma, decreased
lung function, increased respiratory distress,
and premature death.

Levels of PM2.5 reduced by 27% during 2000
and 2010 and those of PM10 decreased 38%
since 1990.

6 Common Air Pollutants 

Source: US EPA-b

Source: US EPA-b
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CARBON MONOXIDE NITROGEN OXIDE

causes

adverse health effects

Carbon monoxide (CO) is a colorless, odorless
gas emitted from burning processes.

Most CO emissions come from mobile sources
such as motor vehicles.

CO reduces oxygen delivery to the body's
organs and tissues and, at extremely high levels,
can cause death.

Average CO concentrations have dramatically
decreased since 1980.

causes

adverse health effects

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is one of a group of
highly reactive gases known as NOx. NO2 is a
reddish-brown toxic gas and has a sharp biting
odor.

NO2 can be created from emissions from motor
vehicles, power plants, and off-road equipment.

NO2 can cause airway inflammation in healthy
people and increase respiratory symptoms in
people with asthma.

Levels of NO2 reduced by 52% since 1990.

SULFUR DIOXIDE LEAD
causes

adverse health effects

SO2 is a toxic gas with an irritating smell.

Most SO2 emissions come from fossil fuel
combustion at power plants (73%) and other
industrial plants (20%).

Exposure to SO2 is linked to bronchoconstriction
and increased asthma symptoms.

Levels of SO2 dropped 83% during the 30 years since
1980.

causes

adverse health effects

Lead is a heavy metal found naturally in the
environment as well as in manufactured
products.
Sources of lead emissions in the air include ore
and metals processing, waste incinerators,
power plants, and motor vehicles.

Lead air quality has significantly improved.

Lead can adversely affect the nervous system, kidney
function, reproductive and developmental systems,
immune system, and cardiovascular system.

Source: US EPA-b

Source: US EPA-b

Source: US EPA-b
Source: US EPA-b
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Evansville Environmental
Protection Agency

The regulation of air pollution started in 1931, when the
concern with air quality was first documented by Evansville’s
first smoke ordinance. Monitoring and controlling air
pollutants in Evansville started in 1970 when the Air Pollution
Control Department was created in the City of Evansville. In
1974, its role was taken over by the newly created Evansville
Environmental Protection Agency (EEPA).

EEPA also regulates open burning* since
air pollution from open burning can cause
serious health problems and damage the
environment. Most open fires require
advanced approval from the EEPA.

In addition, the EEPA issues Air Quality
Alerts including Ozone Alerts and
Particulate Alerts when levels of some air
pollutants are projected to exceed
national air quality standards. Air Quality
Forecasts are also provided on the EEPA’s
website.

Evansville Environmental Protection Agency’s 
website can be accessed at:
http://www.evansville.in.gov/index.aspx?page=5
2

Who Protects our Air in 
Evansville? 

OZONE ALERTS

AIR PERMITSOPEN BURNING 
REGULATIONS

Vine Street, early 1900s
(photo courtesy of Evansville EPA)

In the early 1900s, our air in Evansville has been heavily
polluted mainly due to the combustion of coal for energy
generation, industrial production, and manufacturing.

Specifically, the EEPA regulates emissions of air
pollutants by requiring businesses and
manufacturers to obtain operating permits
when they install, modify, or operate any
equipment that could potentially discharge air
pollutants.

*Open Burning refers to the burning of any materials where the resulting air contaminants are 
emitted directly into the air, without first passing through a stack or chimney from an enclosed 
chamber. 
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Figures 1 and 2 show trends of the some of the
air pollutants in Vanderburgh County since
1980. As you can see, amounts of carbon
monoxide, nitrogen oxides, particulate matter,
and sulfur dioxide have markedly declined over
the last 30 years.
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(Right) Figure 2. Trends of nitrogen oxides, 
particulate matter 2.5 and 10, and sulfur 
dioxide since 1980 in Vanderburgh County Source: Criteria Pollutants Air Quality Trend 

Analysis Report (1980-2010), IDEM

Other local efforts

Vectren owns a total of 1,000 Mega Watt
(MW) coal-fired power plants to meet
energy demands in Evansville. The company
has recently invested more than $410 million
to upgrade its emission control equipment
to reduce air pollution. As a result, SO2 and
NOx emissions have declined 90% and
80%, respectively, since 1970. The new
equipment also removes particulate matter
at an average of 99% efficiency.

WNIN partnered with the Evansville
Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO) to create and air a monthly TV
series titled “Healthy Air: Healthy
Communities” to educate citizens about
air quality. Episodes have focused on our
history of air pollution and efforts that our
community are making in environmental
issues. The program can be viewed at
http://video.wnin.org/program/healthy-
air-healthy-communities/.

Thanks to a variety of clean air programs put in place locally, regionally (i.e. the NOx SIP Call, CAIR,
and state rules), and nationally (i.e. the Acid Rain Program, Tier II Emission Standards for Vehicles
and Gasoline Sulfur Standards, Heavy-Duty Diesel Engine Program, and the Clean Air Nonroad
Diesel Rule), air quality in Evansville has improved significantly (IDEM (Indiana Department of
Environmental Management), 2012)
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During the mid 1900s, many cities in
the United States suffered from
serious air pollution. For example, in
1948, thick clouds of air pollution
that lingered for five days killed 20
people and made roughly 6,000
people sick in Donora, Pennsylvania.
To control air pollution on a national
level, the Clean Air Act was
designed in 1963 as the first federal
environmental law.

OUR PATH TO
CLEANER AIR

Evansville (Early 1900s)
Photo: Evansville EPA
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n 1970, the Clean Air Act was dramatically revised to provide a more effective
national program to address the nation’s air quality. The United States
Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA), which was established in the same
year, has taken a leading role in enforcing the law since then.

Under the Clean Air Act, the EPA sets standards on certain air pollutants regarding
how much can be in the air and requires major industrial sources to install pollution
control equipment to meet emissions standards. Monitoring systems that track
emissions of certain pollutants also began in 1970 to record air quality trends. The
EPA has also provided funding to promote clean air efforts.
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IS OUR AIR 
GETTING CLEANER? 
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ir quality in the Evansville area
has improved over the last three
decades due to a variety of clean
air programs put in place
nationally, regionally, and locally.
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The amount of PM2.5 in Vanderburgh County 
decreased by 42% between 2000 and 2016 (Source: 
Indiana Department of Environmental Management)

PM2.5
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The amount of SO2 in Vanderburgh County 
decreased by 89% between 2000 and 2016 (Source: 
Indiana Department of Environmental Management)
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The amount of NO2 in Vanderburgh County decreased 
by 42% between 2000 and 2016 (Source: Indiana 

Department of Environmental Management)

SO2

NO2

The amount of CO in Vanderburgh County (Source: 
Indiana Department of Environmental Management)
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WHAT NOT 
TO BURN FOR 

HEALTHIER AIR
During the early 1900s, our air in
Evansville was heavily polluted
mainly due to the combustion of
coal for energy generation,
industrial production, and
manufacturing. To improve our air
quality in Vanderburgh County,
the Evansville Environmental
Protection (EPA) was established
in 1970.

Evansville (Early 1900s)
Photo: Evansville EPA

he Evansville EPA makes sure no one sends dirty things into our air.
Inspectors from the Evansville EPA visit public and private places to make
sure our air is kept clean. The Evansville EPA also sends warnings to people
in the community on days when there is a chance that our air may affect our
health. People in the City of Evansville need to call 435-6145 to let the
Evansville EPA know before they burn materials outside because burning
materials outside will pollute the air.

It is against the law to burn household trash, paper or plastics, leaves,
grasses, wood that is painted, stained or glued, building materials, root
balls or tree stumps.

T 



WHO HAS THE CLEANEST CAR?

v Electric vehicles (EVs)

The U.S. Department of Energy provides information on the fuel economy of cars
sold in the United States. You will be able to find out fuel economy of your car on
their website. It also offers a ranking of the most and least efficient cars, as well as
information on hybrid and electric vehicles.

GREEN VEHICLES

urning oil (gasoline or diesel) in motor vehicles is the biggest cause of air
pollution in the United States. How much gasoline your car uses is strongly
connected to how dirty the air in your area is. If your car can run longer using the
same amount of gasoline as your friend’s car, your car sends less air polluting gases
into the air. That means your car is better at keeping our air clean. Fuel economy
tells us how far a car can go on using one gallon of gasoline. The farther a car can
go, the better fuel economy it has.

Hybrid–electric vehicles combine gasoline engines and electric motors to improve
fuel efficiency. Hybrid cars like the Toyota Prius produce 90% less air pollutants than
traditional cars.

The vehicles that burn gasoline and
diesel fuel are still the main form of
transportation. However, there are
also vehicles in the market that use
less or no gasoline and therefore
emit less or no direct air pollutants.

v Hybrid-electric vehicles

Electric vehicles (EVs() are powered by an electric motor. Because they do not either
use or burn fossil fuels, electric vehicles emit no direct air pollution.

B
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EV Charging Stations in Evansville
The City of Evansville’s first municipal electric vehicle charging station was
installed in 2011 for public use in the Sycamore Street Parking Garage,
located at 500 Sycamore St. in Downtown Evansville. The charging station
was purchased with Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG)
funds from the U.S. Department of Energy.

Energy Systems Group, LLC, of Newburgh, Ind., donated two additional
electric vehicle charging stations which were installed at the Locust Street
Parking Garage and the Third Street Parking Garage. The charging stations
are part of a larger energy efficiency project. The electricity needed to
recharge an electric vehicle at one of these charging stations is offered at no
cost to the vehicle owner.

Former Mayor Weinzapfel charging Plug-in Hybrid Vehicle
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Climate scientists point out that the increased amount of greenhouse gas emissions
in the atmosphere has led to climate change. A study from NASA showed that, since
the Industrial Revolution began in about 1750, carbon dioxide, one of the major
greenhouse gases, increased by 38%, while methane, another major greenhouse
gas, increased by 148%.

Source: NASA

Levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere since 1750

WHAT MAKES 
HARMFUL GAS? 

arbon dioxide can be produced from a variety of human activities, such as
burning fossil fuels for energy generation, transportation, heating buildings, cutting
down carbon-absorbing forests for agriculture, and disposing of waste in landfills.
Most of our daily activities such as watching TV, cooking, commuting to school, and
taking a shower, are also associated with increasing the amount of carbon dioxide
emissions in the atmosphere.

C
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WHO MAKES 
HARMFUL GAS? 

Transportation and electric power are the
two major sources of CO2 emissions in our
nation. On the other hand, about half of the
CO2 emissions came from the electric
power sector that generates and supplies
electricity in Indiana. As much as 90% of
CO2 produced in the electric power sector
was emitted from coal-powered power
plants in Indiana in 2015 (Energy
Information Administration-b, 2018).

U.S. CO2 Emissions by Economic Sector (2016) 
(Source: Energy Information Administration-a, 
2018)

It has been identified that the increase of the concentration of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere has contributed to many changes such as warmer
average temperature on Earth, climate change, and sea level rise. Carbon
dioxide (CO2) makes up the largest portion of greenhouse gases in our nation,
about 84%, created by human activities. Carbon dioxide can be produced from
a variety of human activities, such as burning fossil fuels for energy generation,
transportation, and heating buildings, cutting down carbon-absorbing forests
for agriculture, and disposing of waste in landfills.
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HOW BIG IS 
OUR HARMFUL 

GAS?
In 2016, the United States emitted 5.2 billion
metric tons of CO2. It ranked second in the world
after China. China and our nation are the world’s
two largest CO2 emitting countries, and both are
responsible for 43% of the total CO2 emissions in
the world.

World CO2 Emissions by Country, 2016
(Source: European Commission, 2018)
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The amount of CO2 emissions has
increased in our country during 1990
and 2008 due to the increase of fossil
fuel combustion to meet our energy
demands (see the line graph below).
We saw a significant drop in 2009,
attributable to the fact that energy
consumption declined due to the
economic recession that started in
2008. Transportation and electric
power are the two major sources of
CO2 emissions in our nation (see the
circle graph).

U.S. CO2 Emissions by Economic Sector, 2016
(Source: U.S. EIA-a, 2018)
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DO WE MAKE
MORE HARMFUL 

GAS OR LESS? 
The amount of CO2 emissions in Indiana has steadily
increased since 1990. It declined in 2009 due to
economic recessions but has started increasing again
since 2012. The electric power sector is responsible for
more than half of the total CO2 emissions in Indiana. It
is because Indiana heavily depends on fossil fuels to
generate electricity. In particular, the use of coal as a
main resource of electricity generation resulted in
releasing a large amount of CO2 into the air in this
state.

mong fossil fuels, coal produces the largest CO2 when combusted, almost
double the amount from natural gas (U.S.EIA-a, 2018). According to the U.S.
Energy Information Administration, Indiana ranked 8th in coal production and
3rd in coal consumption after Texas and Illinois in 2016 (U.S. EIA-b, 2018).
Coal supplied 68% of total electricity in Indiana in May 2018 (U.S. EIA-b, 2018,
2018). Our state released 188 million metric tons of carbon and ranked eighth
in the nation in 2015 (U.S.EIA-c, 2018).
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[Fossil fuels]

[Renewable Energy] Source: U.S. EIA-b
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